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ABSTRACT

Cortical spreading depression and spreading depolarization (CSD) are waves of neuronal depolarization that spread across the cortex, leading
to a temporary saturation of brain activity. They are associated with various brain disorders such as migraine and ischemia. We consider a
reduced version of a biophysical model of a neuron–astrocyte network for the initiation and propagation of CSD waves [Huguet et al., Biophys.
J. 111(2), 452–462, 2016], consisting of reaction-diffusion equations. The reduced model considers only the dynamics of the neuronal and
astrocytic membrane potentials and the extracellular potassium concentration, capturing the instigation process implicated in such waves. We
present a computational and mathematical framework based on the parameterization method and singular perturbation theory to provide
semi-analytical results on the existence of a wave solution and to compute it jointly with its velocity of propagation. The traveling wave
solution can be seen as a heteroclinic connection of an associated system of ordinary differential equations with a slow–fast dynamics. The
presence of distinct time scales within the system introduces numerical instabilities, which we successfully address through the identification
of significant invariant manifolds and the implementation of the parameterization method. Our results provide a methodology that allows to
identify efficiently and accurately the mechanisms responsible for the initiation of these waves and the wave propagation velocity.

© 2023 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0160509

We present a mathematical and computational analysis of the
traveling wave solutions in a neuron–astrocyte model designed
to capture the phenomenon of cortical spreading depolariza-
tion (CSD); brain waves of neuronal depolarization that propa-
gate along the cortex. Our study introduces a powerful, highly
efficient, and accurate methodology that yields reliable results
for the computation of the traveling wave and its propagation
velocity as well as a geometric understanding of the dynam-
ics of CSD waves. We demonstrate that the method, based on
the identification of significant invariant manifolds and the
implementation of the parameterization method, can successfully
overcome the numerical instabilities that arise from the inherent
time scale differences in the system. Furthermore, our method
paves the way for future research, enabling further investiga-
tions into the initiation and propagation mechanisms of CSD
waves and facilitating exploration of more complex CSD wave
models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cortical spreading depression and depolarization (CSD) are
slowly propagating waves of rapid, near-complete depolarization of
neurons and glial cells across the cortex.1–3 These waves move slowly
through the cortex (2–6 mm/min), leading to a temporary cessation
of brain electrical activity. This sustained depolarization of neu-
rons has been implicated in various neurological disorders such as
migraine and ischemia.2,4

The hallmark of CSD is the disruption of transmembrane
ionic gradients, which results in the collapse of ion homeosta-
sis, swelling of cells, and elevated extracellular potassium levels.1,2,5

Astrocytes may play a crucial role in regulating potassium con-
centration by absorbing its accumulation from the extracellular
space,6 thus potentially delaying or even preventing the onset of CSD
waves.7–9 The ability of astrocytes to regulate potassium levels high-
lights the importance of astrocyte–neuron interaction in the control
of brain function.
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Dynamics involved in these phenomena occurs at different
time scales. The processes governing ionic concentration changes
occur at a slower time scale (seconds) compared to those that acti-
vate ionic currents and alter cell membrane potential (milliseconds).

In this work, we examine a biophysical model for cortical depo-
larization developed in Ref. 10. The model consists of a network
of neurons and astrocytes, which was one of the first to incorpo-
rate a detailed description of astrocyte functioning. The interaction
between neurons and astrocytes occurs through the diffusion of
sodium and potassium ions in the extracellular space, as well as
the release and uptake of these ions by the cells. This model was
used in Ref. 10 to investigate, by means of numerical simulations,
how the specific properties of astrocyte processes and the coupling
between neurons and astrocytes, interact to generate or prevent the
propagation of depolarization waves.

In this paper, we provide a reduction of the model in Ref. 10
based on the methodology developed in Ref. 11. The model is sim-
plified so that it includes only those processes needed to initiate the
wave. Thus, the reduced model considers only the dynamics of the
neuronal and astrocytic membrane potentials and the extracellular
potassium, while retaining the neuronal and glial pump currents,
potassium release during firing, and diffusion along the extracellular
space. This simplified framework makes the model more amenable
to theoretical analysis.

We perform a study of the reduced model using computa-
tional and analytical tools to provide semi-analytical results on the
existence of a traveling wave solution and its propagation velocity.
Our approach consists in looking for a traveling wave solution by
searching for a heteroclinic orbit in the resulting system of ordinary
differential equations (ODEs). The presence of different times scales
in the system allows us to apply slow–fast theory to study the system.
Thus, we adopt the singular perturbation setting12,13 and introduce
a small parameter that represents the ratio between the different
time scales. Using techniques from classical singular perturbation
theory,12,13 we break down the system into its fast and slow subsys-
tems and construct a heteroclinic orbit in the singular limit. By lever-
aging the geometric understanding of the dynamics in the singular
limit, we design a numerical strategy to compute the heteroclinic
orbit beyond this limit, which effectively overcomes the numerical
instabilities arising from the inherent time scale differences in the
system. In our study, we present two distinct numerical strategies
to achieve this, one based on the parameterization method14,15 and
another employing Fenichel’s theory, which ensures the persistence
of normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds.16–18

Both methods have proven successful in mitigating the numer-
ical instabilities associated with the system’s time scale differences.
They yield accurate results for computing the traveling wave and
its propagation velocity. Importantly, our methods shed light on
the underlying mechanisms responsible for initiating the wave, pro-
viding valuable insights that can potentially be extended to the full
model in the future.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present the
original model introduced in Ref. 10 to describe CSD and the
reduced version capturing the initiation of the wave. In Sec. III,
we present the mathematical analysis of the traveling wave solu-
tions of the reduced model using the singular perturbation frame-
work and we construct a singular heteroclinic orbit. In Sec. IV, we

provide the computation of the heteroclinic orbit and the veloc-
ity for the reduced system using the parameterization method.14,15

In Sec. V, we provide an alternative method to compute the het-
eroclinic orbit numerically based on Fenichel’s theory.16,17 We end
with a discussion in Sec. VI. Finally, the Appendix contains some
technical details involving algebraic mathematical computations.

II. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A. Model for cortical spreading depression involving

astrocytes

In this section, we present the neuron-astrocyte network model
introduced in Ref. 10, upon which we base our work. The model
describes quantitatively the dynamics of a network consisting of one
array of neurons and another of astrocytes, sharing only the extra-
cellular medium, through which there is diffusion of sodium (Na+)
and potassium (K+) ions. The model captures accurately the initi-
ation and propagation of cortical spreading depolarization (CSD)
waves, emerging in several cortical diseases, such as migraine and
ischemia.1 A thorough study on preventing or delaying this phe-
nomenon was carried out in Ref. 10, with particular emphasis on
the role played by the astrocyte cells and their gap junctions.

The mathematical model consists of a set of ordinary and par-
tial differential equations modeling the dynamics of the neuronal
and astrocytic membrane potentials, VN and VA, respectively, the
extracellular and intracellular concentrations of sodium and potas-
sium, [Na+]e, [Na+]i, [Na+]

A
i , [K+]e, [K+]i, [K+]

A
e , respectively, and

the gating variables n and hp. The system of differential equations is
given by

Cm

dVN

dt
= −INa − INaP − IK − IL − IPm,

CA
m

dVA

dt
= −IA

Na − IA
K − IA

Pm − Igap,

dn

dt
= φn

n∞(VN) − n

τn(VN)
,

dhp

dt
= φhp

hp∞(VN) − hp

τhp(VN)
,

d[Na+]i

dt
= −

10SN

F�n

(INa + INaP + 3IPm) ,

(1)

d[Na+]
A
i

dt
= −

10SA

F�a

(
IA
Na + 3IA

Pm − INa,gap

)
,

d[K+]i

dt
= −

10SN

F�n

(IK − 2IPm),

d[K+]
A
i

dt
= −

10SA

F�a

(
IA
K − 2IA

Pm − IK,gap

)
,

∂[Na+]e

∂t
= DNa

∂2[Na+]e

∂x2
+

10SN

F�e

(INa + INaP + 3IPm)

+
10SA

F�e

(
IA
Na + 3IA

Pm

)
,
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TABLE I. Parameters for system (1) used in this paper which combine parameter values from Refs. 10 and 11. Note that EX in (3) must be multiplied by a factor 1000 to convert

from V to mV.

Parameters Paper Units Description

R 8.31 J/mol K Ideal gas constant
F 96 485 C/mol Faraday’s constant
T 310 K Absolute temperature
Cm 1 µF/cm2 Neuron’s membrane capacitance per unit area
CA

m 1 µF/cm2 Astrocyte’s membrane capacitance per unit area
φn 0.8 ms−1 Maximum rate of activation of K+ channels
φhp 0.05 ms−1 Maximum rate of activation of Na+ channels

gNa 50.0 mS/cm2 Maximum fast Na+ current conductance
gNaP 0.8 mS/cm2 Maximum fast Na+ current conductance
gK 15 mS/cm2 Maximum delayed rectifier K+ conductance
gL 0.5 mS/cm2 Nonspecific leak current conductance
EL −70 mV Leak current reversal potential
SN 922 µm2 Neuron membrane total surface area
�n 2160 µm3 Neuron total volume
SA 1600 µm2 Astrocyte membrane total surface area
�a 2000 µm3 Astrocyte total volume
�e α0 (�n + �a) µm3 Extracellular volume
α0 0.2 Volume fraction
DK 1.96 × 10−5 cm2/s K+ Diffusion coefficient
1x 0.044 mm Distance between neurons
DNa 1.33 × 10−5 cm2/s Na+ Diffusion coefficient
PK 1 · 10−6 cm/s Membrane K+ permeability coefficient
PNa 1.5 · 10−8 cm/s Membrane Na+ permeability coefficient
ρN 5 µA/cm2 Maximum neuron Na+–K+ ATPase pump current
ρA 5 µA/cm2 Maximum astrocyte Na+–K+ ATPase pump current

∂[K+]e

∂t
= DK

∂2[K+]e

∂x2
+

10SN

F�e

(IK − 2IPm)

+
10SA

F�e

(
IA
K − 2IA

Pm

)
.

The ionic currents INa, INaP, IK, and IL are modeled as in the
Hodgkin–Huxley model, that is,

INa = gNa m3
∞(VN) (1 − n)(VN − ENa),

INaP = gNaP m3
p∞(VN) hp(VN − ENa),

IK = gK n4(VN − EK),

IL = gL(VN − EL).

(2)

The reversal potential EX, for X ∈ {Na, K}, is modeled by the Nernst
equation

EX =
RT

F
ln

[X]e

[X]i

, (3)

where R, T, and F are the gas constant, temperature, and Faraday’s
constant, respectively. The values are given in Table I.

The asymptotic functions m∞, mp∞, n∞, and hp∞ modeling the
steady state values of the ionic gating variables are sigmoidal-shaped

functions of the form

X∞(V) =
1

1 + e(−(V−VX)/θX)
, (4)

for X ∈ {m, n, mp, hp}, with Vm = −34, θm = 5, Vn = −55, θn = 14,
Vmp = −40, θmp = 6, Vhp = −48, and θhp = −6. Finally, the time
constants modeling the rate at which the gating variables reach its
steady state values are

τn(V) = 0.05 +
0.27

1 + e(−(V+40)/(−12))
,

τhp(V) =
10000

cosh((V + 48)/12)
.

(5)

The ionic currents IA
Na and IA

K in the modelization of the astro-
cyte equation are described by the Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz (GHK)
formulation,

IA
Na = PNaFφ

[Na+]e e−φ − [Na+]
A
i

e−φ − 1
,

IA
K = PKFφ

[K+]e e−φ − [K+]
A
i

e−φ − 1
,

(6)

with φ := F
RT

VA, PNa = 1.5 × 10−8 and PK = 1 × 10−6. Notice that
the currents IA

Na and IA
K in (6) are not defined when the astrocyte’s
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membrane potential reaches zero because the dividing term e−φ − 1
cancels. This is resolved by explicitly defining the values of IA

Na and
IA
K at VA = 0,

IA
Na

(
VA, [Na+]e, [Na+]

A

i

)
|VA=0

:= lim
VA→ 0

PNaFφ
[Na+]e e−φ − [Na+]

A
i

e−φ − 1

= PNaF
(
[Na+]

A

i − [Na+]e

)
,

IA
K

(
VA, [K+]e, [K

+]
A

i

)
|VA=0

:= lim
VA→ 0

PKFφ
[K+]e e−φ − [K+]

A
i

e−φ − 1

= PKF
(
[K+]

A

i − [K+]e

)
.

The currents INa,gap and IK,gap in the astrocytes correspond to
the potassium and sodium currents exchanged with nearby gap-
junction-coupled astrocytes. They are modeled using the GHK for-
malism in Ref. 10. Since in this paper we will not consider them,
we do not include details of the modelization here and we refer the
reader to Ref. 10 for further information.

The sodium–potassium pump currents in neurons and astro-
cytes, IPm and IA

Pm, respectively, are given by

IPm = ρN

(
[K+]e

2 + [K+]e

)2 (
[Na+]i

7.7 + [Na+]i

)3

,

IA
Pm = ρA

(
[K+]e

2 + [K+]e

)2
(

[Na+]
A
i

7.7 + [Na+]A
i

)3

,

(7)

where ρN and ρA represent the maximal current allowed to go
through the neuron and astrocyte pumps, respectively (regarded as
parameters in Ref. 10 to explore different conditions). In the present
work, we have fixed both of them at a constant value of 5, for which
we know from Ref. 10 that a wave can be initiated and propagated
through the tissue. We know from previous works10,11 that increas-
ing the pump strength, ρN and ρA, increases the [K+]e threshold for
wave initiation, which yields either a delay in the wave initiation (it
takes longer to achieve the threshold) or a propagation failure (when
the threshold is not achieved).

We performed a simulation of system (1) with the parame-
ters given in Table I for a network of 50 neuron–astrocyte pairs
sharing the extracellular space. To do so, we discretize the space
variable x using a grid of points xi = i1x for i = 1, . . . , N, where
1x is the distance between neurons. By employing finite differences
and imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions at the end points of
the array (which aims to simulate healthy tissue), we obtain a system
of ODEs. See Appendix A for more details. We start the network at
rest and inject an insult of K+ to the extracellular space of the middle
cells until a depolarizing wave is evoked. More precisely, the insult
is modeled by adding a positive constant, IK,inj = 0.005 to the right-
hand side of the equation for [K+]e corresponding to the middle
cells until their voltage reaches the value −30 mV. The simulation
shows a depolarization wave which propagates throughout the array
of neuron–astrocyte pairs (see Fig. 1).

This solution corresponds to a traveling wave, a special type
of solution of a partial differential equation (PDE) on an infinite
domain with a strong restraint between x and t (i.e., x ± ct), whose

spatial profile advances in time at a constant speed c (therefore being
invariant by temporal translations).

B. Model reduction

In this section, we present a reduction of model (1) following
the strategy employed in Ref. 11. First, we provide details of the sim-
plifications and its main differences with respect to Ref. 11. Then,
we present simulations of the reduced model, showing that it retains
the ability to initiate and propagate a depolarizing front along the
array of neuron–astrocyte pairs.

The strategy for the model reduction is to retain only the
dynamics for the variables that play a significant role in the initiation
of CSD waves, while neglecting the dynamics of the rest of variables.
Thus, since the variation of sodium concentration is not essential for
the wave initiation and propagation, the variables [Na+]e, [Na+]

A
i ,

and [Na+]i are frozen at the resting values. Namely, the resting val-
ues are set at 3.5 (mM) for the intracellular concentrations (i.e.,
[Na+]i = [Na+]

A
i = 3.5) and at 135 (mM) for the extracellular one

(i.e., [Na+]e = 135).
On the other hand, since the astrocytes’ volume is bigger than

that of the extracellular medium [i.e., �e = α0(�n + �a), α0 � 1],
changes in the quantity of K+ ions will have a greater impact on
the extracellular K+ concentration [K+]e than on the concentration
within the astrocytes [K+]

A
i . Thus, the variable [K+]

A
i in Eq. (1) is

also taken as constant. Finally, the conservation of K+ ions states
that

[K+]i :=
1

�n

(
K+

tot − �e[K
+]e − �a[K

+]
A

i

)
,

being K+
tot the total initial number of K+ ions in the space. Note that,

unlike [Na+]i, the magnitude [K+]i is not constant as it depends
moderately on the slowly changing dynamics of [K+]e. The initial
values for the extracellular and intracellular K+ concentrations are
[K+]e = 3.5 (mM) and [K+]i = 135 (mM), respectively, while [K+]

A
i

is kept constant at 135 (mM).
The model is further simplified by removing the dynamics of

the two gating variables n and hp. The variable n has a small time
constant, so it approaches fast the steady state n∞, thus n is set to
n∞. On the other hand, hp is a very slow variable, so we freeze it
at its resting value. As we shall see later, the dynamics of hp plays a
role in restoring the polarization of the neuron and astrocyte cells.
When hp is held constant, the reduced system will show depolarizing
fronts instead of pulses, which is sufficient to study the initiation and
propagation of the waves.

We know from Refs. 10 and 7 that the astrocytes form a
syncytium through gap junctions, which have a critical role in pre-
venting wave propagation. Indeed, when the strength of the gap
junctions is weak, a wave is initiated, as depicted in Fig. 1. How-
ever, in this paper, our focus is not on incorporating the effects of
gap junctions. Instead, we intentionally remove the current through
the astrocyte gap junctions Igap from the original model. This allows
us to explore mathematical algorithms that capture the properties of
the initiated wave.
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FIG. 1. Solutions of the model (1) with simulated K+ injection. The simulation consists of a 1D array network of 50 neuron–astrocyte pairs sharing the same extracellular
space, with the middle four cells externally stimulated with an insult of K+ at a rate of 5 mM/s until a depolarizing wave is triggered. The initial conditions are identical for
all the pairs. The diffusive terms in system (1) are approximated by central second-order finite differences, imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions on the end points of the
array (using typical levels of K+ and Na+ in healthy tissues). (Top) Temporal profile of the variable VN for each cell during a CSD wave (each curve is colored according to
the neuron index). (Bottom) 2D views of the traveling wave solution (arising) on VN , VA, [K

+]e, and [Na
+]e, spreading through space from middle cells toward adjacent ones

over time. Parameters are given in Table I.
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These simplifications render system (1) depending only on the
variables VN, VA, and [K+]e in the following way:

Cm

dVN

dt
= −INa − INaP − IK − IL − IPm,

CA
m

dVA

dt
= −IA

Na − IA
K − IA

Pm,

∂[K+]e

∂t
= DK

∂2[K+]e

∂x2
+

10SN

F�e

(IK − 2IPm) +
10SA

F�e

(
IA
K − 2IA

Pm

)
.

(8)

System (8) is the model we will analyze in this paper, which is the
same considered in Ref. 11 except that we keep the terms IA

K and IA
Pm

in the equation for [K+]e, describing the influence of astrocytes in
the extracellular levels of K+.

In Fig. 2, we show a numerical simulation of the reduced model
(8). As mentioned before, the resulting system can capture the ini-
tiation of the depolarization wave but fails to capture the cell’s
membrane potential recovery phase to the resting potential, as the
variable hp is frozen. Thus, it does no longer admits traveling pulse
solutions (as displayed in Fig. 1) but traveling fronts. As in simula-
tions of Fig. 1, we modeled an insult of K+ in the extracellular space
around the four middle neurons, in order to initiate the front.

From the numerical simulations, we can provide an estimate
of the wave speed of the traveling front of system (8) by comput-
ing the elapsed time between the depolarization of two distinct cells.
The speed is then obtained as the distance between the two cells
divided by this time (see Fig. 3). We want to emphasize that we
can rely on the numerical simulations to establish the existence of
a traveling wave solution, but accurate estimates of its speed cannot
be made due to the influence of the boundary conditions. Although
we estimate the velocity using the voltage of cells that are far from
the boundaries, we can still observe that the chosen boundary con-
ditions (modeling healthy tissue at the boundaries of the domain)
impact on the propagation speed of the traveling front by slowing
it down. Indeed, our numerical explorations show that enlarging
the size of the medium of the simulation by considering more neu-
ron–astrocyte pairs, increases significantly the average wave speed
(see Table II).

A further simplification of model (8) has been done in Ref. 11,
by leveraging the different scales in the rate of change of the mem-
brane potential variables, VN and VA, and the extracellular K+

(compare, for instance, the evolution of VN and VA relative to [K+]e

in Fig. 2). Mathematically, imposing that

−INa − INaP − IK − IL − IPm = 0,

−IA
Na − IA

K − IA
Pm = 0,

(9)

FIG. 2. Solutions of model (8) with simulated K+ injection. Fifty neuron–astrocyte pairs are simulated, with the middle four cells stimulated with insult of K+ at a rate of 5 mM/s
until a front of spreading depolarization is evoked. (Top) Temporal profile of the variables VN , VA, and [K

+]e for each cell during a front of spreading depolarization (each
curve is colored according to the neuron–astrocyte index). (Bottom) 2D views of a depolarizing front on VN , VA, and [K

+]e spreading through space to each neighboring cell
over time. As in Fig. 1, Dirichlet boundary conditions have been applied on the extracellular potassium K+, to simulate typical levels of [K+]e in healthy tissues. Parameters
are given in Table I.
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FIG. 3. Estimation of the wave speed of the numerical simulations of system
(8) shown in Fig. 2 from the voltage traces of neurons 10 and 20. Using that
the distance between cells is 1x = 0.044mm, the estimated front velocity is
vel ≈ 3.82 mm/min.

the system is reduced to a single PDE for [K+]e of the reaction-
diffusion type, that preserves qualitatively the dynamics shown in
Fig. 2. As we will see later, part of our study of system (8) will require
the knowledge of the dynamics of this further reduced model.

III. TRAVELING WAVE SOLUTIONS IN THE SINGULAR

LIMIT

In this section, we present a strategy that combines analyti-
cal and numerical methods to show that system (8) has traveling
wave solutions and to compute them. The first step is to postulate
a solution of the form

VN(x, t) = VN(ξ),

VA(x, t) = VA(ξ), with ξ := x/
√

DK + ct,

[K+]e(x, t) = [K+]e(ξ),

(10)

where the constant c (to be determined) establishes the wave prop-
agation velocity, vel = c

√
DK. Substituting (10) into (8) results in a

system of ordinary differential equations, given by

TABLE II. Estimated wave speed of numerical simulations of system (8) as the

number of neuron–astrocyte pairs in the medium increases.

No. of neuron–astrocyte pairs Wave speed estimation (mm/min)

50 3.8205
100 4.1641
300 4.7186
500 4.8253

c
dVN

dξ
= −

1

Cm

(INa + INaP + IK + IL + IPm),

c
dVA

dξ
= −

1

CA
m

(
IA
Na + IA

K + IA
Pm

)
,

c
d[K+]e

dξ
=

d2[K+]e

dξ 2
+

10SN

F�e

(IK − 2IPm) +
10SA

F�e

(
IA
K − 2IA

Pm

)
.

(11)

We will see that system (11) has two saddle points pl1 and pr (see
Table III). To find a traveling front solution of system (8), we will
look for a heteroclinic orbit of system (11) from pl1 to pr. The goal
is to determine whether the parameter c can be chosen so that this
heteroclinic orbit exists. We will do the analysis for c > 0.

We relabel the variables VN, VA, and [K+]e as x (not to be con-
fused with the spatial variable x), y and z, respectively, and introduce

the variable w := d[K+]e
dξ

= dz
dξ

, to finally obtain

c
dx

dξ
= −

1

Cm

(INa + INaP + IK + IL + IPm),

c
dy

dξ
= −

1

CA
m

(
IA
Na + IA

K + IA
Pm

)
,

dz

dξ
= w,

dw

dξ
= cw −

10SN

F�e

(IK − 2IPm) −
10SA

F�e

(
IA
K − 2IA

Pm

)
,

(12)

which, for simplicity, can be written in a more general form,

dx

dξ
=

1

c
f̃(x, z),

dy

dξ
=

1

c
g̃(y, z),

dz

dξ
= w,

dw

dξ
= cw − h(x, y, z),

(13)

with

f̃(x, z) = −
1

Cm

(
INa(x) + INaP(x) + IK(x, z) + IL(x) + IPm(z)

)
,

g̃(y, z) = −
1

CA
m

(
IA
Na(y) + IA

K(y, z) + IA
Pm(z)

)
,

h(x, y, z) =
10SN

F�e

(IK(x, z) − 2IPm(z)) +
10SA

F�e

(IA
K(y, z) − 2IA

Pm(z)),

(14)

where we have explicitly indicated the dependence on x, y, and z for
each ionic current.

We observe that the neuronal and astrocytic membrane poten-
tials (x and y variables, respectively) change more rapidly than
that of the extracellular concentration of potassium in the medium
(z variable). In Fig. 4, we plot functions f̃(x, z), g̃(y, z), and h(x, y, z)
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TABLE III. Equilibrium points of the full system (13). The component w is 0.

pl1 pl2 pr

x −67.353 771 012 452 825 −57.045 796 241 401 931 35.198 894 535 488 229
y −63.416 145 863 486 385 −55.561 014 704 831 557 11.631 018 842 324 311
z 10.966 529 992 012 319 15.351 285 610 517 010 208.701 464 290 338 6

to illustrate so. Indeed, the ranges of f̃ and g̃ are larger than that of

h, entailing a higher rate of change in the derivatives dx
dξ

and
dy

dξ
and

thus a much faster dynamics. For this reason, we consider system
(13) with an artificial small parameter ε to emphasize these slow–fast
dynamics, that is,

ε
dx

dξ
=

1

c
f(x, z),

ε
dy

dξ
=

1

c
g(y, z),

dz

dξ
= w,

dw

dξ
= cw − h(x, y, z),

(15)

where we have denoted f = ε̃f and g = ε̃g. Equivalently, re-scaling
the time variable εη = ξ , system (15) becomes

dx

dη
=

1

c
f(x, z),

dy

dη
=

1

c
g(y, z),

dz

dη
= εw,

dw

dη
= ε(cw − h(x, y, z)).

(16)

Remark III.1. By looking at the range of values taken by g̃
in Fig. 4, one can argue that there exists an intermediate time scale
between those of x and z. This would give rise to another fast-slow ver-
sion of system (13) with two parameters ε and δ, which would have
a term ε δ multiplying ẋ (to indicate that the dynamics of x is much
faster than that of y). In this paper, though, we focus on the existence
of two time scales and we leave this analysis for future work.

Note that Eqs. (15) and (16) correspond to a singular pertur-
bation problem in parameter ε. First, we are going to construct
a heteroclinic orbit in the singular limit, that is when ε → 0 by
splitting the dynamics into the slow and fast dynamics.

A. Dynamics of the slow subsystem

Taking ε = 0 in system (15), we obtain the so-called slow
subsystem—a system of differential-algebraic equations—given by

0 =
1

c
f(x, z), (17a)

0 =
1

c
g(y, z), (17b)

dz

dξ
= w, (17c)

dw

dξ
= cw − h(x, y, z). (17d)

The first two algebraic equations (17a) and (17b) describe
the commonly named critical manifold M0, a two-dimensional
manifold defined as

M0 := {(x, y, z, w) ∈ R
4 | f(x, z) = 0, g(y, z) = 0}

:= M̃0 × R, (18)

where

M̃0 := {(x, y, z) ∈ R
3 | f(x, z) = 0, g(y, z) = 0}. (19)

Figure 5(a) shows the curves f(x, z) = 0 and g(y, z) = 0 on the
(x, z) and (y, z)-plane, respectively. Notice that for a finite range of
values of z, the equation f(x, z) = 0 has three branches x = Xl,m,r(z),
where when they are defined,

Xl(z) ≤ Xm(z) ≤ Xr(z).

If we denote by (xL, zL) and (xR, zR), the two fold points [i.e., solu-
tions of the system f(x, z) = 0, fx(x, z) = 0], such that zL < zR, then
Xl is defined for z < zR, Xm for zL < z < zR and Xr for z > zL.
Notice though that the curve g(y, z) = 0 satisfies gy(y, z) < 0 for all
z and therefore defines y = Y(z) globally [see Fig. 5(a)]. Thus, the
manifold M0 has three branches [see Fig. 5(b)], namely,

M
l
0 = {(x, y, z, w) ∈ R

4 | z < zR, x = Xl(z), y = Y(z)},

M
m
0 = {(x, y, z, w) ∈ R

4 | zL < z < zR, x = Xm(z), y = Y(z)},

M
r
0 = {(x, y, z, w) ∈ R

4 | z > zL, x = Xr(z), y = Y(z)},

(20)

as well as two fold lines FL,R = {(xL,R, Y(zL,R), zL,R)} × R.
In Fig. 5(b), we show the manifold M̃0 defined in (19), which is

the projection of the critical manifold M0 defined in (18) onto the
(x, y, z) space (dashed gray curve) and a solution of the simulation
of system (8) portrayed in Fig. 2 for a fixed value of the spatial vari-
able (cyan curve, starting at the black dot). This illustrates that the
solution stays close to the critical manifold M0 whenever possible,
with a rapid transition between the lower branch Ml

0 and the upper
branch Mr

0, that occurs at the fold line FR. So, it is reasonable to
start the study by computing an approximation of the heteroclinic
orbit in the singular limit that consists of pieces of solutions of the
slow and fast subsystems. This will be done in Sec. III C.
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FIG. 4. Plots of the graphs of functions given in (14): (a) f̃(x, z), (b) g̃(y, z), and (c)–( f) h(x, y, z) for fixed values of y (as indicated in each panel). The zero-level curve for
each function is displayed as the intersection of the gray plane with each surface. Notice also the different orders of magnitude on the value ranges that each function takes,
suggesting distinct scales present in system (16). Parameters of the functions are taken from Table I.
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FIG. 5. Dissection of the critical manifold defined by (17a) and (17b). (A) Zero curves of f(x, z) (red) and g(y, z) (orange) on the (x, z) and (y, z) planes, respectively. (B)
The manifold M̃0 (dashed gray curve) defined in (19), which is the projection of the 2D critical manifold M0 onto the (z, x, y) space, and a representative solution of the
simulation of system (8) displayed in Fig. 2 (cyan curve starting at the black-filled dot).

The next step is to study the dynamics of the slow subsys-
tem (17), which describes the motion on M0. The dynamics on the
branch M∗

0 for ∗ = l, m, r, of the manifold M0 is given by system





dz

dξ
= w,

dw

dξ
= cw − h(X∗(z), Y(z), z),

(21)

where X∗(z) and Y(z) are the functions defining the manifolds M∗
0

introduced in (20).
We begin by looking at the equilibrium points of system (21).

Therefore, we seek for zeros of

H∗(z) := h
(
X∗(z), Y(z), z

)
, (22)

for ∗ = l, m, r. Notice that each function H∗ is defined for a different
range of z. In Fig. 6, we plot the functions H∗(z) (distinguished by
the color), each one defined in its respective domain. It turns out
that Hl has two zeros, zl

1 and zl
2, Hr only one, zr, while Hm none.

Notice that the equilibrium points for the slow subsystem
coincide with the equilibrium points of the full system (13)
even for ε 6= 0. The equilibrium points are given in Table III.
Two of the equilibrium points, pl1 = (Xl(zl

1), Y(zl
1), z

l
1, 0) and

pl2 = (Xl(zl
2), Y(zl

2), z
l
2, 0), lie on the lower branch Ml

0 of the mani-
fold and the third one, pr = (Xr(zr), Y(zr), zr, 0), on the upper branch
Mr

0.
If we denote by F∗

ss(z, w), for ∗ = l, m, r, the vector fields of sys-
tem (21), the stability of the equilibrium points p∗ is determined by
the eigenvalues λ∗

± of the matrix

DF∗
ss(z

∗, 0) =
(

0 1

− dH∗
dz

c

)
.

Observe that det DF∗
ss = dH∗

dz
and Tr DF∗

ss = c > 0. The expressions

for the derivatives of H∗ are given in Appendix B. Function Hl has a
negative slope at point zl

1 and so does Hr at zr, hence they are saddle

FIG. 6. Graph of functions H∗(z) := h
(
X∗(z), Y(z), z

)
for ∗ = l (blue), m (pur-

ple), and r (red). The filled (respective empty) dots indicate the zeros of the
functions H∗ corresponding to stable (respective unstable) points. The inset
shows a zoom of the region close to the zeros zl1 and z

l
2 (lying very close to each

other). To compute them we have applied a Newton method to solve the system
( f , g, h)(x, y, z) = 0. The expressions for the first partial derivatives are given in
(D1) and (B2).
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FIG. 7. Eigenvalues of the slow subsystem (17) associated with each of its equi-
librium points as c varies from 0 to 0.1. Each color corresponds to an equilibrium
point and the eigenvalues are differentiated by the line-style: solid lines for λ+ and
dashed ones for λ−. Eigenvalues for pl2 are complex conjugates for small values
of c and we display only the real part of them. For the range of c shown, points pl1
and pr are of saddle-type while pl2 is unstable.

points. The derivative of Hl at zl
2 is positive, and thereby assur-

ing its unstable character. To illustrate this, in Fig. 7 we plot both
eigenvalues λ± for each equilibrium point for a range of positive
values c.

B. Dynamics of the fast subsystem

Setting now ε = 0 in system (16), we obtain the so-called fast
subsystem,

dx

dη
=

1

c
f(x, z), (23a)

dy

dη
=

1

c
g(y, z), (23b)

dz

dη
= 0, (23c)

dw

dη
= 0. (23d)

We will use the fast subsystem to study the stability of the criti-
cal manifold M0 (18) in its normal directions. Observe that, viewed
in the fast subsystem, the critical manifold is actually a manifold
filled with equilibrium points. The eigenvalues for the equilibrium
points (Xl,m,r(z), Y(z), z, w) ∈ R

4 associated with the normal direc-
tions of the critical manifold are λ∗

1 = 1
c

fx(X
∗(z), z) with ∗ = l, m, r

and λ2 = 1
c

gy(Y(z), z) < 0. In Fig. 8, we plot these eigenvalues as
functions of z.

FIG. 8. Eigenvalues for the equilibrium points of the fast subsystem (23a) and
(23b) in terms of (parameter) z for a value c � 1. On the left y axis, we depict
the eigenvalue λ∗

1(z) = 1
c
fx(X

∗(z), z) for each branch X∗(z), for ∗ = l,m, r :

λl
1 (blue), λ

m
1 (purple) and λr

1 (red), while on the right axis, we show in orange

the second eigenvalue, λ2(z) = 1
c
gy(Y(z), z). Vertical dashed lines indicate

the z-coordinate of the folds of the critical manifold (see Fig. 5). Inset shows a
close-up of the region comprised by the folds, where the three solutions X∗(z),
for ∗ = l,m, r coexist.

Observe that λ2 < 0 for all values of z. For points on Ml
0,

the eigenvalue λl
1 < 0 and therefore, both eigenvalues are negative.

The same happens for points on Mr
0. However, for points on Mm

0 ,
λm

1 > 0. From this analysis, we conclude that the lower and upper
branchesMl

0 andMr
0 are normally hyperbolic attracting manifolds,

while the middle branch Mm
0 is a normally hyperbolic saddle-type

one.
On a final note, the stability of the fast subsystem’s equilib-

rium points (and hence that of the critical manifold’s branches) is
reversed when the wave speed c becomes negative: the lower and
upper branches are then unstable and the middle one is of saddle
type.

C. Singular heteroclinic connection concatenating

slow and fast subsystems

In this section, we look for a heteroclinic connection between
points pl1 and pr in the singular limit combining solutions from the
slow and fast subsytems (17) and (23). Since we are looking for an
orbit that tracks the critical manifold branch Ml

0 until it reaches the
fold FR, where it rapidly switches to track the upper branch Mr

0, we
build a piecewise system defined on the (z, w) plane of the form

dz

dξ
= w,

dw

dξ
= cw − H(z),

(24)
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where H(z) is a piecewise smooth function defined as

H(z) =
{

Hl(z) = h(Xl(z), Y(z), z) if z ≤ zR,
Hr(z) = h(Xr(z), Y(z), z) if z ≥ zR,

where zR = 18.276 is the z-coordinate of the right fold FR.
We look for a heteroclinic orbit between the two saddle points,

p̂l1 = (zl
1, 0) and p̂r = (zr, 0), in the two-dimensional (piecewise)

system (24). To that end, we must compute the unstable and stable
invariant manifolds of p̂l1 and p̂r, respectively, which are 1D curves,
and extend them until reaching the section

6 :=
{
(z, w) ∈ R

2 | z = zR
}

, (25)

where the definition of function H(z) changes from the lower branch
Ml

0 to the upper branch Mr
0 of the critical manifold. Generically,

these pieces of curves will not meet 6 at the same point. For this
to occur, we treat c as a parameter and seek for a value c0 such that
the distance between the intersection points of both invariant mani-
folds on 6 is zero. Notice that the resulting heteroclinic orbit will be
piecewise-defined.

In Fig. 9 we plot, for different values of c, the unstable and
stable invariant manifolds of p̂l1 and p̂r, respectively (blue and
orange curves). The invariant manifolds have been computed using
the first-order approximation; we take as initial conditions p̂∗
+ s v∗ for ∗ = l1, r, with v∗ the eigenvectors of the linearization of
the vector field (24) at p̂∗ and s a small parameter, and integrate
forward or backward in time accordingly. The (piecewise) hetero-
clinic orbit, plotted as solid black curve, is the solution of solving
d(c) := wu − ws = 0, where wu and ws denote the w-coordinates of
the intersection points of the unstable and stable manifolds with the
section 6, respectively. The singular heteroclinic orbit is found for
c0 ≈ 0.074 26.

We recognize (24) as the bistable reaction-diffusion equation
studied in Ref. 11. Adapting classical methods described in Refs. 20
and 19, one can show that the function H(z) satisfies the hypothesis
that guarantees the existence of heteroclinic orbits for system (24).

IV. COMPUTING THE HETEROCLINC ORBIT FOR

SYSTEM (15) WITH ε 6= 0 BY MEANS OF THE

PARAMETERIZATION METHOD

In this section, we compute numerically the heteroclinic orbit
of the full system (15) for ε 6= 0. Recall that for ε = 0 we had
the critical normally hyperbolic attracting manifolds Mr

0 and Ml
0.

Fenichel’s theory16,17 states that these critical manifolds persist,
under small perturbations of ε, to the full system (15) as Ml

ε and
Mr

ε , while preserving in turn their hyperbolicity properties. More-
over, the new invariant manifolds Ml

ε and Mr
ε contain the critical

points pl1 and pr, respectively.
Recall that manifolds Ml

ε and Mr
ε attract strongly all nearby

orbits because of their normal directions being fast and contractive.
Therefore, both equilibrium points pl1 and pr maintain their saddle-
type nature but with one expanding and three contractive directions.
This ensures that the heteroclinic orbit lives within the 1D unstable
manifold of the point pl1 , named 0u, until it arrives to the right fold,
where it jumps to the upper branch and asymptotically approaches
the manifold Mr

ε and follows the 1D submanifold 0s ⊂ Ws(pr),

FIG. 9. Computation of the heteroclinic orbit in the (singular) slow subsystem
(24). Blue curves depict the unstable invariant manifolds of pl1 for two different val-

ues of c up to the Poincaré section 6, located at fold zR = 18.276 (dashed-gray
line). Orange curves represent the stable invariant manifolds of pr for the same
two values of c. The curves are distinguished by the degree of transparency; the
less transparent line corresponds to c = 0.04 while the opaque one to c = 0.09.
The singular heteroclinic orbit (black curve) happens for c0 ≈ 0.074 26. Notice the
different ranges of the left and right intervals. This has been done for visualization
purposes, so that the first part of the heteroclinic orbit can be fully appreciated.

tangent to the slowest contracting direction at pr (which is expo-
nentially close to the unique stable direction of pr when restricted to
the critical manifold Mr

ε).
Typically, detecting numerically a heteroclinic (or homoclinic)

orbit involves following the unstable manifold of one equilibrium
and the stable manifold of the other and determine whether they
intersect on a convenient Poincaré section. Following manifolds of
any dimension is however far from being a simple task. Even though
in our present study the stable manifold of pr is three-dimensional,
there is no need to follow the whole invariant object because we
know the heteroclinic orbit will be through the 1D submanifold 0s.

Nevertheless, finding numerically a heteroclinic connection in
the 4D system (15) proves to be a difficult task, due primarily to the
presence of the two fast variables, x and y, and the saddle character of
the upper equilibrium point pr. This prevents the usage of the same
strategy used for the slow subsystem. On one side, following the 1D
unstable manifold of pl1 0u works perfectly well until soon after the
jump-up to the upper branch Mr

ε , where the orbit escapes along the
unstable direction of the point pr. On the other hand, integrating
backwards 0s blows up to infinity due to the presence of the two fast
variables. Indeed, the fast variables compress the dynamics of the
4D space in the slow manifold very quickly, nonetheless backward
integration reverses its stability, which turns x and y into expanding
directions. Such fast expanding directions cause that orbits close to
the 2D manifold Mr

ε explode to infinity at the slightest numerical
error.
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For these reasons, following 0s requires a more sophisticated
method than simple backward integration from a linear approxima-
tion of the manifold. We will use the parameterization method15 in
order to obtain a more accurate local approximation of 0s which will
be backward-integrated using an stiff solver (ode15s in Matlab).

Next, we provide details of the parameterization method
applied to our problem. We seek for a parametrization of the
manifold 0s as

W : R → R
4

s → W(s).
(26)

Simultaneously, we will also determine the internal dynamics of the
manifold, governed by the ODE ṡ = f(s) with f : R → R. Imposing
W(s) to be a solution of the system Ẋ = F(X) (system (15) in our
case), we obtain the invariance equation

F(W(s)) = DW(s)f(s). (27)

Assume W(s) and f(s) can be both expressed as power series in s,

W(s) =
∞∑

k=0

Wks
k , f(s) =

∞∑

k=0

fks
k, (28)

where coefficients Wk ∈ R
4 and fk ∈ R. The first coefficient of the

parametrization, W0, is actually the equilibrium point (in our case
pr). After substituting (28), the invariance equation (27) is left as

F

( ∞∑

k=0

Wks
k

)
=
( ∞∑

k=1

Wkksk−1

)( ∞∑

k=0

fks
k

)
,

to be solved order-by-order to determine the unknown coefficients
Wk and fk. One easily obtains that f0 = 0 so that equation of order
0 holds. For higher orders, we develop the left-hand side of the
above equation by Taylor expanding the vector field F about the
equilibrium point

F(pr) + DF(pr)


∑

k≥1

Wks
k


+

1

2!
D2F(pr)


∑

k≥1

Wks
k




2

+ · · ·

︸ ︷︷ ︸
∑

k≥0 Fksk

=
( ∞∑

k=1

Wkksk−1

)( ∞∑

k=1

fks
k

)
. (29)

The equation of order 1 leads to the eigenvalue problem

DF(pr)W1 = f1W1, (30)

thus being W1 the eigenvector of eigenvalue f1. Since we are looking
for the slow (sub)manifold (associated to the slowest eigenvalue),
we choose f1 := λslow and W1 the corresponding eigenvector, that
we will take of modulus 1.

Solving the equations of higher order shows that there is not a
unique solution. We will use this freedom to choose the dynamics f
to be as simple as possible, namely, as

f(s) = λslows, (31)

which corresponds to fk = 0 for k ≥ 2.

With this simplification, the equation of order 2 reads as

DF(pr)W2 +
[
F(W<2)

]
|2︸ ︷︷ ︸

F2

= 2λslowW2, (32)

where W<2 =
∑

k<2 Wks
k and

[
F(W<2)

]
|2

denotes the coefficient of

order 2 of the Taylor expansion in s. The resulting system is linear

(DF(pr) − 2λslowId)W2 = −
[
F(W<2)

]
|2

, (33)

and, therefore, it can be solved efficiently. In general, for the coeffi-
cient of order k ≥ 2, Wk, we need to solve the linear system

(DF(pr) − kλslowId)Wk = −
[
F(W<k)

]
|k

, (34)

where, again, the coefficient Fk has been split into the known,[
F(W<k)

]
|k

, and unknown parts, DF(pr)Wk.

Equation (34) can be solved provided

det(DF(pr) − kλslow Id) 6= 0,

or, equivalently, that kλslow is not an eigenvalue of the differen-
tial matrix DF(pr), which is fulfilled in our case because the other
eigenvalues are much larger (this is equivalent to say there are no
resonances among the eigenvalues of the system).

The right-hand side of Eq. (34) can be numerically computed
efficiently with accuracy as high as desired using the automatic dif-
ferentiation algorithms.15,21 The algorithm outputs the coefficients
(up to any order) of the power series of the composition of a trun-
cated power series with any analytic function F. The method consists
in computing systematically compositions of power series with ele-
mentary functions, for which there are well-established recurrences
(see, for instance, Ref. 15).

Once fixed the order of the expansion W(s) and given its coef-
ficients Wk, we take the largest value s such that the error in the
invariance equation, ||F(W(s)) − DW(s)f(s)||∞, is less than 10−10

(see Fig. 10) and the backward integration from W(s) provides a
trajectory that hits the Poincaré section 61 := {z = 22}.

To obtain the 1D unstable manifold of the point pl1 , 0u we
integrate the system forward starting from a point obtained using
a first-order approximation of the manifold (i.e., pl1 + δ vl1 with vl1

the eigenvector of the linearized system around pl1 associated to the
positive eigenvalue and δ a small value).

In Figs. 11(a)–11(d), we illustrate the strategy used for comput-
ing a heteroclinic orbit. For a range of c-values including the value
c0 = 0.074 26 (which is the value for which we found a heteroclinic
orbit in the singular case), we track both 1D invariant manifolds
until they reach the Poincaré section 61 [see the 3D phase space pro-
jections in Figs. 11(a) and 11(c)]. The set of intersection points of the
unstable manifold 0u with the Poincaré section 61 forms a curve
in terms of c which intersects with that of the stable manifold 0s

[see Figs. 11(b) and 11(d)]. For a heteroclinic solution to exist, such
an intersection should happen for the same value c. We therefore
check that the distance ‖ · ‖2 between the intersection points of both
manifolds with the section 61 becomes zero for some value ĉ [see
the blue-dotted line in Fig. 11(f)]. In Fig. 11(f), the Euclidean dis-
tance has been disaggregated into the distances (with sign) of each of
its components (see pink/purple/green-dotted lines). By applying a
secant method in the w-component, we found an approximate value
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FIG. 10. Error of the invariance equation (27) as a function of the parameter s for
a parametrizationW(s) computed up to order k = 55 with the internal dynamics
f(s) given by (31). Any value s whose error is smaller than the allowable threshold
(i.e., below the dashed-black line) produces a potentially accurate initial condition
to be backward-integrated.

ĉ = 7.3135 × 10−2 with an error of order 10−4. This corresponds to
an estimated wave velocity of vel = ĉ

√
Dk = 7.3135 × 10−2 ms−1/2 ·√

1.96 × 10−5 cm2 s−1 =
√

1.96 · 0.073 135 mm/s = 0.102 389 mm/s
= 6.1433 mm/min.

V. COMPUTING THE HETEROCLINIC ORBIT USING A

DIFFERENT STRATEGY BASED ON FENICHEL’S

THEORY

In this section, we present a different strategy to overcome the
numerical difficulties to compute the 1D slow manifold 0s of the
critical point pr. Our idea is to compute 0s by integrating backwards
system (15) starting from a local approximation of it, while restrict-
ing the trajectory to be approximately on Mr

ε , the perturbed upper
branch of the manifold Mr

0. By doing so, we assure that numerical
integration will not blow up to infinity either in the x or y direc-
tions. As discussed in the previous section, the computation of the
1D unstable manifold of pl1 , 0u, does not exhibit these problems and
for this reason we focus only on the point pr.

Since the upper branch of the Fenichel’s manifold Mr
ε per-

turbs from the critical manifold Mr
0, it can be approximated by

considering both fast variables x and y as formal expansions in ε,

x = m(z, w, ε) = m0(z, w) + εm1(z, w) + ε2m2(z, w) + · · · ,

y = n(z, w, ε) = n0(z, w) + εn1(z, w) + ε2n2(z, w) + · · · .
(35)

The coefficients will be determined by solving the invariance
equation order by order. Actually, the coefficients of order 0 are
given by m0(z, w) = Xr(z) and n0(z, w) = Y(z) [see Eq. (20)].

From imposing the manifold (35) to be invariant by system
(15), we reach the following system of equations:

ẋ = ṁ(z, w, ε) =⇒ f
(
m(z, w, ε), z

)
= εcw

∂m

∂z

+ εc
(
cw − h

(
m(z, w, ε), n(z, w, ε), z

)) ∂m

∂w
,

ẏ = ṅ(z, w, ε) =⇒ g
(
n(z, w, ε), z

)
= εcw

∂n

∂z

+ εc
(
cw − h

(
m(z, w, ε), n(z, w, ε), z

)) ∂n

∂w
. (36)

Developing functions f, g, and h as Taylor series around the
coefficients of order 0, m0 and n0, and substituting them back into
system (36), we are able to solve the resulting system of equations up
to any power of ε. Indeed, one can obtain the following expressions
(see Appendix C) up to order 2:

m1(z, w) = −
cw fz(X

r(z), z)
(

fx(Xr(z), z)
)2 , n1(z, w) = −

cw gz(Y(z), z)
(
gy(Y(z), z)

)2 ,

and

m2(z, w) = −
1

2!

fxx(m0, z)

fx(m0, z)
m2

1 +
cw

fx(m0, z)

∂m1

∂z

− c
(
cw − h(m0, n0, z)

) c fz(m0, z)(
fx(m0, z)

)3 ,

and

n2(z, w) = −
1

2!

gyy(n0, z)

gy(n0, z)
n2

1 +
cw

gy(n0, z)

∂n1

∂z

− c
(
cw − h(m0, n0, z)

) c gz(n0, z)(
gy(n0, z)

)3 .

Next, we will restrict the dynamics of the full system (15) onto the
second-order approximation of the manifold Mr

ε by taking

x = Xr(z) + εm1(z, w) + ε2m2(z, w),

y = Y(z) + εn1(z, w) + ε2n2(z, w).
(37)

The resulting system is

ż = εw,

ẇ = ε
(
cw − h(Xr(z) + εm1(z, w) + ε2m2(z, w), Y(z)

+ εn1(z, w) + ε2n2(z, w), z)
)
. (38)

We compute the 1D stable manifold 0̃s of the critical point (zr, 0)
of system (38). We take the local approximation provided by the
linear terms and we integrate it backwards in time until the trajec-
tory hits the Poincaré section 61 = {z = 22}. Details are given in
Appendix E. Thus, 0s can be obtained embedding 0̃s in R

4 using
(37). In Figs. 12(a) and 12(c), we show manifolds 0s and 0u (where
the latter has been computed as described in the previous section)
and their intersection along the Poincaré section 61 (depicted in
dark gray), for different values of the parameter c (color palette).
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FIG. 11. Computation of a heteroclinic orbit between the two saddle points pl1 and pr in the full system (15) using the parameterization method. (a) and (c) 3D projections
of the phase space onto the: (a) (x, z,w) and (c) (y, z,w) coordinated systems. In light gray we depict the critical manifoldM0 and in dark gray we represent the Poincaré
section61 = {z = 22}. The equilibrium points are denoted by circles, of which the black-filled ones correspond to the saddle points pl1 and pr . The colored orbits correspond
to the unstable 0u and (weakest) stable 0s 1D manifolds of the saddle points for different values of c (color palette). The 3D representation of the singular heteroclinic orbit,
shown in Fig. 9, has been represented by a black-dashed curve. (b) and (d) 2D projections of intersection points of the 1D manifolds 0u (crosses) and 0s (circles) with the
Poincaré section 61 for the range of values c considered. Projection onto the: (b) (w, x) and (d) (w, y) planes. (e) 3D projection [onto the (z,w, x)-space] of the numerically
computed heteroclinic connection for ĉ. (f) Metrics computed upon the Poincaré section between the intersection points of the unstable and stable manifolds as a function of
the parameter c: Euclidean distance (blue-dotted curve) and component-wise distances (see panel legend).
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FIG. 12. Computation of the heteroclinic orbit between the two saddle points pl1 and pr when full system (15) is restricted to the Fenichel’s manifold (35) on the upper branch.
(a) and (c) 3D projections of the phase space onto the: (a) (z,w, x) and (c) (z,w, y) coordinated systems. The critical manifoldM0 and the Poincaré section61 = {z = 22}
are depicted in light and dark gray colors, respectively. Black-filled (respective empty) dots indicate the saddle (respective unstable) equilibrium points of the system. The
colored curves correspond to the unstable 0u and (weakest) stable 0s 1D manifolds of the saddle points (up to the Poincaré section) for different values c ranging from 0.06
(blue) to 0.1 (green). The black-dashed curve illustrates the 3D representation of the singular heteroclinic orbit shown in Fig. 9. (b) and (d) 2D projections of the intersection
points of the 1Dmanifolds0u (crosses) and0s (circles) with the Poincaré section61 for the range of values c considered. Projection onto the: (b) (w, x) and (d) (w, y) planes.
(e) 3D projection [onto (z,w, x)-space] of the numerically computed heteroclinic connection for c̃. (f) Metrics computed upon the Poincaré section between the intersection
points of the unstable, vu, and the stable, vs, manifolds as a function of the parameter c: Euclidean distance (blue-dotted curve) and component-wise distances (see panel
legend).
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FIG. 13. Simulations as in Fig. 2 for the reduced model (8) with VN and VA now regarded as variables with instantaneous dynamics, that is, setting
dVN
dt

= dVA
dt

= 0 on system
(8). Variables VN and VA are described in terms of the extracellular concentration of K

+ by means of the algebraic constraints given in (9). Comparing with the simulation in
Fig. 2, the dynamics of the model (8) is close to that of the limit case considered here.

The intersection points with section 61 will have x, y, and w
components for each value of c [see Figs. 12(b) and 12(d)], and
we look for c̃ such that the triplet vu := (xu, yu, wu) ∈ 0u equals
vs := (xs, ys, ws) ∈ 0s. We compute the euclidean norm of the dif-
ference vu − vs and, separately, the distances with sign for each of
its components as a function of the parameter c [see Fig. 12(f)]. As
we can observe, the euclidean distance vanishes within the range
(0.07, 0.075), and using a secant method in the w-component we
find that it vanishes for c̃ = 0.073 135 with an error of order 10−4.
Notice that this value coincides with the one obtained using the
parameterization method and corresponds to a wave velocity of
6.14 mm/min. In Fig. 12(e), we display the heteroclinic connection
between pl1 and pr resulting for c̃.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have presented a computational and mathe-
matical framework to study the initiation and propagation of CSD
waves in a reduction of the model introduced in Ref. 10, involv-
ing the dynamics of the extracellular potassium concentration [K+]e.
More precisely, we have studied semi-analytically the existence of
traveling wave solutions in model (8), which correspond to hetero-
clinic orbits of the system (12). We have combined techniques from
singular perturbation theory,12,13 and numerically efficient methods
based on the parameterization method,15 involving automatic differ-
entiation techniques, which provide an efficient computation of the

heteroclinic solution and, subsequently, the propagation velocity of
the wave. The methods have proven successful to overcome the dif-
ficulties associated with the presence of different time scales in the
system.

We emphasize that the computation of the propagation veloc-
ity vel ≈ c

√
DK by means of computing a heteroclinic connection

is more accurate since it does not have the boundary effects that
appear in the simulation of the discretized PDE model (8) when the
number of neurons is small. Indeed, the estimated velocity from the
heteroclinic is faster (approx 6 mm/s) than the one obtained from
numerical simulations of the PDE (approx 4 mm/s). Moreover, it is
more computationally efficient since avoiding the boundary effects
in the full model requires to use a large number of neurons, which,
in turn, increases the computational cost of the simulations.

Our approach is based on the model reduction suggested in
Ref. 11, However, we want to highlight some relevant differences
with respect to this work. In Ref. 11, the system is further reduced
to a single PDE for [K+]e of the reaction-diffusion type, imposing
that the dynamics for VN and VA in (8) is set to be instantaneous
(i.e., dVn/dt = dVA/dt = 0). When imposing a traveling wave
solution in this 1D reaction-diffusion PDE, it yields the dynamics
described by the piecewise slow subsystem (24). In our study, we
go beyond the singular limit and compute the heteroclinic orbit
and the velocity in the case ε 6= 0, which corresponds to the full
system (8). We emphasize though that the singular heteroclinic
orbit provides a good approximation of the dynamics since the
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estimated velocity is similar and the trajectory tracks closely to the
singular heteroclinic orbit [see black-dashed curves in Figs. 11(a)
and 11(c) and 12(a) and 12(c)]. Indeed, in Fig. 13, we present the
numerical simulations of (8) taking VN and VA as instantaneous

variables (i.e., dVN
dt

= dVA
dt

= 0). As expected from our results, these
simulations reveal good agreement with those for system (8) shown
in Fig. 2.

The analysis performed herein was based on the existence of
two different temporal scales in the reduced model (8): membrane
potential variables change at a faster rate than the extracellular K+

concentration. In the light of the observations in Fig. 4 (see Remark
III.1), it seems reasonable to ponder another scale dynamics dispar-
ity, between the neuronal and astrocytic membrane potentials, and
thus introduce a new intermediate scale δ on system (15). We leave
this more detailed analysis for future work.

The presence of different time scales in a dynamical system
can present a significant computational challenge. In this paper,
we demonstrate the power and versatility of the parameterization
method,14,15 widely used in the field of dynamical systems,22,23 to
overcome some issues related to this challenge. Specifically, we
applied the parameterization method to numerically compute the
upper branch of the heteroclinic orbit in the system ε 6= 0 where
conventional numerical methods failed due to the presence of a
strong expansive directions.

We acknowledge that, even if our results on the existence of a
traveling wave solution for the system with ε 6= 0 rely on accurate
numerical computations, they are not a rigorous analytical proof of
their existence. To do so, one needs to use techniques from singu-
lar perturbation theory12,13 to describe the behavior of the solutions
close to the fold of the slow manifold and techniques from computer
assisted proofs24 to keep track of the stable and unstable manifolds of
the saddle points, until they reach suitable Poincaré sections, which
we plan to attempt in future studies.

In this paper, we have assumed a reduced model (8) with-
out gap junctions in the astrocyte cells. However, previous work10

has shown that gap junctions play a significant role in preventing
wave propagation. Therefore, future studies will involve incorporat-
ing gap junction currents and exploring how they affect the wave
shape and dynamics.

Finally, we want to emphasize that the reduced model (8)
only includes the biophysics terms affecting the wave initiation but
does not model the wave termination. Indeed, Na+ concentrations
are assumed constant in the reduced model, but in the original
model presented in Ref. 10, the increase in [K+]e is accompanied
by a steep decline in [Na+]e (see Fig. 1). Moreover, freezing the
inactivation variable hp of the persistent sodium current INaP pre-
vents the termination of the wave and retains the network cells in
the depolarized state. Further analysis may focus on the impact of
including the dynamics for these variables, by designing a differ-
ent reduced system which, at this turn, involves only the biophysics
processes involved in the wave termination. The description of the
wave termination would be analogous to that conducted within
this manuscript, but the heteroclinic orbit would go from the equi-
librium point corresponding to the depolarized state to the one
corresponding to the resting state. Thus, in the future, we plan
to concatenate two reduced systems, one that describes the wave

initiation and another describing the wave termination, using a
piecewise formulation.20,25,26 This more accurate description of the
wave will provide new insights into the dynamics of the system
describing CSD, leading to a more comprehensive understanding of
the mechanisms underlying the CSD phenomenon.

In summary, we have presented a computational and mathe-
matical framework that offers a more computationally efficient and
accurate approach to identify the properties of CSD waves in model
(1) compared to the crude simulation of the model. We hope that
it establishes a solid foundation upon which future studies of more
complex models can be built (such as extensions of the models in
Ref. 27 incorporating the spatial domain).
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APPENDIXES

In this section we include details of the numerical and algebraic mathematical computations.

APPENDIX A: SOLVING NUMERICALLY THE PDE SYSTEMS

In this section, we discuss the numerical details for the simulations of the PDE systems (1), (8), and (8) with the reductions in (9)
(Figs. 1, 2, and 13, respectively). We use a network of N neuron–astrocyte pairs sharing the same extracellular space. Thus, the space is
discretized taking a grid xi = i1x, for i = 1, . . . , N and 1x is the distance between neurons.

The diffusion terms are approximated by central second-order finite differences, for instance, in the [K+]e case,

∂2[K+]e

∂x2
≈

[K+]
i+1
e − 2[K+]

i
e + [K+]

i−1
e

1x2
, i = 2, . . . , N − 1, (A1)

where i indicates the array and N denotes, therefore, its total number of elements (i.e., number of neurons and astrocytes) considered in the
discrete network.

Dirichlet boundary conditions have been applied to the end points of the array, which aims to simulate healthy tissue. Thus, for the first
and last indices, we must impose such conditions to obtain valid approximations there. Indeed,

First index approximation:
∂2[K+]e

∂x2
≈

[K+]
2
e − 2[K+]

1
e + [K+]e,bdry

1x2
,

Last index approximation:
∂2[K+]e

∂x2
≈

[K+]e,bdry − 2[K+]
N
e + [K+]

N−1
e

1x2
.

(A2)

Same approximations apply to the diffusion term in the [Na+]e equation for system (1).
The initial conditions are identical for all the pairs. We used the stiff integrator ode15s of MATLAB with crude tolerances.

APPENDIX B: COMPUTATION OF THE DERIVATIVES OF THE FUNCTIONS H ∗

In this section, we present the computations of the derivatives of the functions H∗(z), for ∗ = l, m, r given in (22) and plotted in Fig. 6.
Thus,

dH∗

dz
(z) =

∂h

∂x
(X∗(z), Y(z), z)

dX∗

dz
(z) +

∂h

∂y
(X∗(z), Y(z), z)

dY

dz
(z) +

∂h

∂z
(X∗(z), Y(z), z), (B1)

where h(x, y, z) is the function given in (14). The first partial derivatives of h are

∂h

∂x
=

10SN

F�e

(
gK4n3

∞n′
∞(x − VK) + gKn4

∞
)
,

∂h

∂y
=

10SA

F�e

PK

F2

RT

(
ze−φ − [K+]

A
i

e−φ − 1
+ φe−φ z − [K+]

A
i

(e−φ − 1)2

)
, (B2)

∂h

∂z
=

10SN

F�e

(
−gKn4

∞
RT

F

[K+]i + α0(1 + �a/�n)z

z[K+]i

− 4ρN

zKK

(z + KK)3

(
[Na+]i

KNa + [Na+]i

)3
)

+
10SA

F�e


PKF

φe−φ

e−φ − 1
− 4ρA

zKK

(z + KK)3

(
[Na+]

A
i

KNa,A + [Na+]A
i

)3

 ,

where φ = yF

RT
. For φ = 0, we use the L’Hôpital’s rule to make the derivatives continuous.

The expressions for the derivatives of the functions X∗(z) and Y(z) are obtained from the differentiation of the equations f(X∗(z), z) = 0,
for ∗ = l, m, r, and g(Y(z), z) = 0 with respect to z. Indeed,

dX∗

dz
= −

∂f

∂z

∂f

∂x

and
dY

dz
= −

∂g

∂z
∂g

∂y

.

APPENDIX C: TAYLOR EXPANSIONS OF THE MANIFOLD Mr
ε
in ε

To compute Taylor expansions of the manifold Mr
ε in ε, we solve the invariance equation (36) by matching powers of ε.
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Developing functions f, g, and h as Taylor series around the coefficients of order 0, m0 and n0, yields

f(m, z) = f(m0, z) +
∂f

∂x
(m0, z)

(
εm1 + ε2m2

)
+

1

2

∂2f

∂x2
(m0, z)ε

2m2
1 + O(ε3),

g(n, z) = g(n0, z) +
∂g

∂y
(n0, z)

(
εn1 + ε2n2

)
+

1

2

∂2g

∂y2
(n0, z)ε

2n2
1 + O(ε3),

h(m, n, z) = h(m0, n0, z) +
∂h

∂x
(m0, n0, z)εm1 +

∂h

∂y
(m0, n0, z)εn1 + O(ε2).

(C1)

After substituting the Taylor expansions (C1) into system (36), we are able to solve the resulting system of equations up to any
power of ε,

• O(1):

f(m0, z) = 0 =⇒ m0(z, w) = Xr(z) (see the red curve in Fig. 5),

g(n0, z) = 0 =⇒ n0(z, w) = Y(z) (see the orange curve in Fig. 5).

• O(ε):

∂f

∂x
(m0, z) m1 = cw

∂m0

∂z
+

�
�

��>
0

c2w
∂m0

∂w
−

�������: 0

c h(m0, n0, z)
∂m0

∂w
=⇒ m1(z, w) = −

cw fz(X
r(z), z)

(
fx(Xr(z), z)

)2 ,

∂g

∂y
(n0, z) n1 = cw

∂n0

∂z
+

�
�

��>
0

c2w
∂n0

∂w
−�������: 0

c h(m0, n0, z)
∂n0

∂w
=⇒ n1(z, w) = −

cw gz(Y(z), z)
(
gy(Y(z), z)

)2 .

Observe that, since f(Xr(z), z) = 0 and g(Y(z), z) = 0, we have used

∂m0

∂z
=

dXr(z)

dz
= −

fz(m0, z)

fx(m0, z)
and

∂n0

∂z
=

dY

dz
= −

gz(n0, z)

gy(n0, z)
. (C2)

• O(ε2) :

fx(m0, z) m2 +
1

2!
fxx(m0, z) m2

1 = cw
∂m1

∂z
+ c2w

∂m1

∂w
− ch(m0, n0, z)

∂m1

∂w

− c
(
hx(m0, n0, z) m1 + hy(m0, n0, z) n1

)
�

���
0

∂m0

∂w
.

=⇒ m2(z, w) = −
1

2!

fxx(m0, z)

fx(m0, z)
m2

1 +
cw

fx(m0, z)

∂m1

∂z
− c
(
cw − h(m0, n0, z)

) c fz(m0, z)(
fx(m0, z)

)3 ,

gy(n0, z) n2 +
1

2!
gyy(n0, z) n2

1 = cw
∂n1

∂z
+ c2w

∂n1

∂w
− ch(m0, n0, z)

∂n1

∂w

− c
(
hx(m0, n0, z) m1 + hy(m0, n0, z) n1

)
�

��7
0

∂n0

∂w
.

=⇒ n2(z, w) = −
1

2!

gyy(n0, z)

gy(n0, z)
n2

1 +
cw

gy(n0, z)

∂n1

∂z
− c
(
cw − h(m0, n0, z)

) c gz(n0, z)(
gy(n0, z)

)3 ,

where

∂m1

∂z
= −cw

( fxz(m0, z)
∂m0
∂z

+ fzz(m0, z)) fx(m0, z) − 2fz(m0, z)( fxx(m0, z)
∂m0
∂z

+ fzx(m0, z))

( fx(m0, z))
3

,

∂n1

∂z
= −cw

(gyz(n0, z)
∂n0
∂z

+ gzz(n0, z)) gy(n0, z) − 2gz(n0, z)(gyy(n0, z)
∂n0
∂z

+ gzy(n0, z))

(gy(n0, z))
3

.

(C3)
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APPENDIX D: COMPUTATION OF THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF THE FUNCTIONS f̃ (x , z) AND g̃(y , z)

In this section, we detail the expression of the first partial derivatives of the functions f̃(x, z) and g̃(y, z) given in (14). The derivatives of
higher order can be computed analogously. Recall that x = VN, y = VA, and z = [K+]e. The term 1/Cm has been omitted because, in practice,
Cm is equal to 1. Thus,

∂̃f

∂x
= −

[
gNa 3 m2

∞ m′
∞ (1 − n∞) (x − VNa) + gNa m3

∞ (1 − n′
∞x − n∞ + n′

∞VNa) + gNaP m′
∞ hp (x − VNa) + gNaP mp∞ hp

+ gK 4 n3
∞ n′

∞ (x − VK) + gK n4
∞ + gL

]
,

∂̃f

∂z
= −

[
−gK n4

∞
RT

F

[K+]i + α0(1 + �a/�n)z

z[K+]i

+ 2 ρN

zKK

(z + KK)3

(
[Na+]i

KNa + [Na+]i

)3
]

,

∂̃g

∂y
= −

[
PNa

F2

RT

(
[Na+]ee

−φ − [Na+]
A
i

e−φ − 1
+ φe−φ [Na+]e − [Na+]

A
i

(e−φ − 1)2

)
+ PK

F2

RT

(
ze−φ − [K+]

A
i

e−φ − 1
+ φe−φ z − [K+]

A
i

(e−φ − 1)2

)]
,

∂̃g

∂z
= −


2ρA

zKK,A

(z + KK,A)3

(
[Na+]

A
i

KNa,A + [Na+]A
i

)3

+ PKF
φe−φ

e−φ − 1


 , (D1)

where φ := yF

RT
.

We also define the derivatives when y = 0 using the L’Hôpital’s rule, and we obtain

∂̃g

∂y
(y, z)

∣∣∣∣
y=0

= −
1

2

F2

RT

(
PNa

(
[Na+]e + [Na+]

A

i

)
+ PK

(
z + [K+]

A

i

))

and

∂̃g

∂z
(y, z)

∣∣∣∣
y=0

= −


2ρA

zKK,A

(z + KK,A)3

(
[Na+]

A
i

KNa,A + [Na+]A
i

)3

− PKF


 .

APPENDIX E: LINEAR LOCAL APPROXIMATION FOR THE 1D STABLE MANIFOLD 0̃s

To compute the eigenvalues and first-order approximation of the 1D stable manifold 0̃s, we need to compute the differential matrix for
the restricted system (38), referred as F2, given by

DF2(z, w) =




0 ε

−ε

(
∂h

∂x

∂x

∂z
+

∂h

∂y

∂y

∂z
+

∂h

∂z

)
ε

(
c −

(
∂h

∂x

∂x

∂w
+

∂h

∂y

∂y

∂w

))

 , (E1)

where x and y are defined as functions of z and w in (37). Thus,

∂x

∂z
=

∂

∂z
(m0 + εm1 + ε2m2) = −

fz(m0, z)

fx(m0, z)
+ ε

∂m1

∂z
+ ε2 ∂m2

∂z
,

∂x

∂w
=

∂

∂w
(m0 + εm1 + ε2m2) = −ε

cfz(m0, z)

( fx(m0, z))
2

+ ε2 ∂m2

∂w
,

∂y

∂z
=

∂

∂z
(n0 + εn1 + ε2n2) = −

gz(n0, z)

gy(n0, z)
+ ε

∂n1

∂z
+ ε2 ∂n2

∂z
,

∂y

∂w
=

∂

∂w
(n0 + εn1 + ε2n2) = −ε

cgz(n0, z)

(gy(n0, z))
2

+ ε2 ∂n2

∂w
,
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where the derivatives ∂m0/∂z and ∂n0/∂z are taken from (C2) and we have used ∂m1/∂w = ∂n1/∂w = 0. Finally, ∂m1/∂z and ∂n1/∂z are
given in (C3). For the other ones, we have

∂m2

∂z
= −

1

2

[(
fxxx(m0, z)∂zm0 + fzxx(m0, z)

)
fx(m0, z) − fxx(m0, z)

(
fxx(m0, z)∂zm0 + fzx(m0, z)

)

( fx(m0, z)
2

m2
1

+
fxx(m0, z)

fx(m0, z)
2m1

∂m1

∂z

]
+
[

−cw
(

fxx(m0, z)∂zm0 + fzx(m0, z)
)

( fx(m0, z))
2

∂m1

∂z
+

cw

fx(m0, z)

∂2m1

∂z2

]

− c

[(
−hx(m0, n0, z)∂zm0 − hy(m0, n0, z)∂zn0 − hz(m0, n0, z)

) cfz(m0, z)

( fx(m0, z))
3

+(cw − h(m0, n0, z))c

(
fxz(m0, z)∂zm0 + fzz(m0, z)

)
fx(m0, z) − 3fz(m0, z)

(
fxx(m0, z)∂zm0 + fzx(m0, z)

)

( fx(m0, z))
4

]
,

∂m2

∂w
= −

1

2

fxx(m0, z)

fx(m0, z)
2m1

(
−c

fz(m0, z)

( fx(m0, z))
2

)
+

2c

fx(m0, z)

∂m1

∂z
− c3 fz(m0, z)

( fx(m0, z))
3
,

with

∂2m1

∂z2
= (−cw)

1

( fx(m0, z))
4

{[((
fxxz(m0, z)∂zm0 + fzxz(m0, z)

)
∂zm0 + fxz(m0, z)∂

2
zzm0 +

(
fxzz(m0, z)∂zm0 + fzzz(m0, z)

))
fx(m0, z)

−
(

fxz(m0, z)∂zm0 + fzz(m0, z)
)(

fxx(m0, z)∂zm0 + fzx(m0, z)
)

− 2fz(m0, z)

((
fxxx(m0, z)∂zm0 + fzxx(m0, z)

)
∂zm0 + fxx(m0, z)∂

2
zzm0

+
(

fxzx(m0, z)∂zm0 + fzzx(m0, z)
))]

fx(m0, z) − 3
(

fxx(m0, z)∂zm0 + fzx(m0, z)
)((

fxz(m0, z)∂z m0 + fzz(m0, z)
)
fx(m0, z)

− 2fz(m0, z)
(
fxx(m0, z)∂zm0 + fzx(m0, z)

))}
.

One obtains the expressions for the partial derivatives of n2 with respect to z and w by carefully exchanging f’s and x’s for g’s and y’s,
respectively.
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